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Introduction

The digital transformation of all organisations is advancing at a rapid pace on a worldwide scale. The OIML is part of this transformation.

Significant work and collaboration have already occurred through the OIML-BIPM Joint Task Group (JTG) and subsequently the Quality Infrastructure (QI) Partners to progress key principles regarding digital transformation of processes relating to metrology, standardisation, accreditation and conformity assessment.

To examine and to propose options and solutions regarding opportunities for the OIML concerning the digital transformation of processes and services to its Members and stakeholders, in cooperation with the QI Partners, it is proposed by the CIML President that an OIML Digitalisation Task Group is established.

Purpose

The purpose of the Task Group is to examine all relevant matters, technological advancements and opportunities related to digital transformation that will benefit the OIML, in cooperation with the QI partners. The Task Group will therefore need to define the appropriate scope of its work, including an appropriate Terms of Reference, membership and operating rules, deliverables and outcomes.

As part of its Terms of Reference, the Task Group will need to execute and deliver, with assistance provided by the BIML, the high-level guidance, objectives and policy decisions of the Conference, CIML, OIML-BIPM JTG and decisions from other bodies and fora, including but not limited to, the OIML-CS MC, the CEEMS AG and RLMO RT. The Task Group will be guided by and respond to the advice from the BIML in relation to any technological or financial limitations and operate within these limitations whilst seeking opportunities to advance the Organisation.

Call for nominees

The OIML seeks appropriately experienced individuals to express their interest in joining this Task Group through their CIML Member, Corresponding Member Representative and/or liaison organisation delegate to the CIML.

It is envisaged that the Task Group will comprise of not more than 10 members of which a chair and deputy will be elected.

Nominations shall be made to the CIML President in the form of a letter of motivation by 30 November 2021.